VINI BIANCHI
Trebbiano , La Sagrestana (ITALY)
Dry, white wine with fruity, with a nice citrus fresh finish.

£15

Sauvignon Blanc, Lanya (CHILE)
Crisp and juicy on the palate, with lime, pear and
herbal flavours in delicate balance, with a soft finish.

£19

Pinot Grigio, Via Nova (ITALY)
Lemony nose, dry with a gorgeous lingering finish.

£22

Vermentino VV IGP Pays d'Oc, Les Archères (FRANCE)
Floral, peachy and white blossom aromas are met
With a soft, creamy and well-balanced palate.

£23

Fiano, MandraRossa (ITALY)
Attractive aromatic tropical fruit aromas, a generous
mouth and balanced acidity with a dry, crisp finish.

£24

Chenin Blanc, MAN Family Wines (SOUTH AFRICA)
Tropical fruit, guava and melon aromas, crisp and
sweet citrus backed by refreshing minerality.

£25

The Stump Jump Chardonnay, d'Arenberg (AUSTRALIA)
Citrus blossom mix with white peaches and nectarines.
Fresh and zesty on the palate, with a touch of oak.

£26

Sauvignon Blanc, Mansion House Bay (NEW ZEALAND)
Gooseberry and lemon nose, full and assertive palate
with vibrant acidity intertwined

£28

Pinot Grigio Classici DOC, Colterenzio (ITALY)
Lime and tropical fruit aromas, well balanced acidity
Leading to a concentrated finish.

£29

Gavi di Gavi, La Minaia, Nicola Bergaglio (ITALY)
A light, mineral bouquet and hints of apples and pears
in the mouth, the finish is refreshing and lengthy.

£38

Sancerre Blanc, Dominique Roger (FRANCE)
A grassy nose with hints of gooseberries, a
well-balanced palate with a good concentration
of fruit and racy acidity.
Pouilly-Fuissé La Roche,Domaine Manciat-Poncet
Generous ripe white fruit aromas, expressive bready
Palate squeezed in around its pineapple fruit
and mineral acidity.
Chablis 1er Cru Les Lys. Defaix (FRANCE)
This premier cru is characterized by its aromatic
richness, its fruity fineness on the mouth,
rich and elegantly long.

£43
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£46

£49

